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A cherry blossom is blooming and the air smells like freshly baked bread...A girl sprints through
city streets, a French bulldog held in one hand, the package...A young man finds an egg yolk
that simply refuses to be destroyed...Mountains are traversed, doors are opened and closed,
and days come and go. With time, the distinctions that make up the world we know begin to fuse,
to melt, to fade away...Small Infinities, Nikita Shorikov's debut collection of experimental short
fiction and poetry, takes the reader on a one-of-a-kind surreal journey through beautiful worlds,
somber dreams, heartwarming reminisces, and anxious nightmares.Exploring the nature of
experience, as well as themes of life and death, nature and industry, coming-of-age, loneliness
and alienation, art, urbanism, time, cyclicality, and infinity, Small Infinities is much like life itself—
absurdly comical at points and deeply touching at others, and, overall, a dazzling and marvelous
ride.

About the AuthorNikita Shorikov is a Russian-born Canadian fiction author, poet, and essayist
currently residing in Toronto. His debut collection of experimental short fiction and poetry, Small
Infinities, was published June 2018. He has made eyes roll with oh my God another story about
sand and his “unique” writing style has been referred to as “Nikitaesque” by colleagues. For
more information, visit www.nikitashorikov.com or connect with him on social media: Instagram:
@nikita_shorikov Twitter: @nikita_shorikov Goodreads: nikita_shorikov --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Small InfinitiesNikita ShorikovAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or
reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission except in the case of brief
quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.For permission to use material from the
book, or other business inquiries, please contact hello@nikitashorikov.com.First Edition: June
2018Acknowledgment is made to the following, in which some of the short fiction and poems in
this collection first appeared, some in slightly different form: Apparatus: “For The Sand”;
(parenthetical): “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Poppy.” Various excerpts from other pieces have
also appearedon Instagram .This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses, places,
events, locales, and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a
fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is the
result of that wild chance which guides all destinies to their inevitable fulfillment.Book and cover
designed by Nikita ShorikovOriginal cover illustration by Dugald Stewart WalkerFirst published in
Dream Boats and Other Stories (1920)Sourced from the public domain via
oldbookillustrations.com978-1-7753965-0-5E-book 978-1-7753965-1-2“Chance is a less
important factor in this activity than one might think: from a dérive point of view, cities have
psychogeographical contours, with constant currents, fixed points, and vortexes that strongly
discourage entry into or exit from certain zones.”Guy DebordTable of Contentsauthor’s
note***the horsemen of the apocalypseabout an houra night bus rolls along the roadthe dew-
dressed roads sit solipsisticisaode to a warful morningthe barricadeyour smell like burning
lavendersaudadean elephant feels sad when its friend dieschase me!in the mind the paint
spillswattle and snoodtreat the remote with respecttecumsithe rainbow on the railsthe dog is
sleepingswaying in the field—sunsetten methods of extractionthirteen ways of looking at a
poppyfragmentsthe egg yolkwhat it means to ascertain the balancecampfire crackling, sitting by
the lakesidethe fox and the apple treefor the sandthe mist-filled valley—fountainthe wavethree
exitsthe moon is setting—encounter with a caton beautywalking the mountain’s footlovely
evening. oil lamp flickering.drifting***towards an experiential literatureabout the authorAuthor’s
NoteDear reader,I would like to say much about the no doubt unorthodox style of some of the
work you will read in this collection. However, I have decided to forgo the expected and perhaps
necessary preface, which has adorned so many wonderful literary experiments of the past.
Burdening your initial experience of these pieces with relatively insignificant formal
considerations would be, in my opinion, rather inappropriate and against the spirit of this project.
Instead, please allow your intuition and your senses to guide you through the book, taking from it
whatever reveals itself to you. For those who remain curious or confounded, I include some of
my thoughts and motivations at the end, in the hopes that they may justify any perceived
excesses and help advance this unique and necessary art. For now, I leave you with the words
of Tristan Tzara, who, in describing DADA, described much of what I hope this book will be:
“Freedom: DADA DADA DADA, a roaring of tense colours, an interlacing of all opposites and
contradictions, grotesques, and inconsistencies—LIFE.”Nikita ShorikovSmall InfinitiesThe
Horsemen of the ApocalypseIt is night in the city and the deserted streets are fiendishly still.



There is no wind, no sound; the snow falls breathlessly. The roads glow in the light of lamps, a
cold, white blanket on them, soft, so soft. Buildings tower, concrete and glass, towards the dull
grey sky, stretching upward their rigid frames, lost as in a fog, half hidden, softly outlined,
vanishing into the air. Far in the distance, beyond the dark horizon, there is the rhythmic
galloping of hooves. The horsemen are coming. Soon, there will be hoof prints in the snow. And
after that, as time drifts back to Earth, pure snow again, just snow.In an apartment somewhere in
the city there are snow white cold walls, on one an oil painting of a small ship on a stormy sea. A
young woman sits hunched over a small wooden table, a dim lamp beside her. She scribbles
feverishly. Wet ink on paper, water on paper, the pen at sea in her hand. In her mind there’s a
clock. The bird is missing; hours fall like snow. Her hand is tired. Her eyes burn. She smells
horses, feels their hot, wet breath on the nape of her neck. There is a whinny outside. She can’t
see what she’s written; it’s covered in snow. Her hand is grasping for something. It only finds a
pen.Somewhere, in the darkness, a cherry blossom is blooming and the air smells of freshly
baked bread.Elsewhere, a different apartment with dingy, peeling wallpaper, a mattress in the
middle of the room. The air is frozen and asleep. Candles flicker a silent orange onto the ceiling
and the walls. A man lies on the mattress smoking opium from a pipe. With each passing
moment he feels himself becoming elsewhere, feels himself lying vacantly in some distant
grassy field, pipe still in hand. Warm wind. The grass is dancing. Soft fingertips and air. He
inhales his memories. It’s snowing in his mind. It’s snowing. Hot. Sea breeze. Young ships. A
wide, blue sky, but flickering with candlelight. The echo of hooves on cobble. The echo of
memory. Echo of snow. Through a door, through a corridor, to the left, to the right, a room with a
tree, and no forgiveness.A door is opened. A stranger finds the bird. A door is closed.A boy, not
yet sixteen, once sat on the sand of a beach as the red sun dipped into the sparkling water and
the sky turned pink. He felt a breeze then, and heard the rustle of distant leaves. It’s a different
time now; he is much older than he was before. His beard is becoming grey. He sits on the hot
sand of another beach today, halfway across the world, and sees the sun again dip into the
sparkling sea, the sky turn pink. He hears the whisper of leaves far away and his muscles tense
and he’s heard this sound before and why can’t he find them, why can’t he get to them. There
are no leaves here. There is only time. He picks up a handful of sand and it slowly pours out
between his fingers, falls back to the ground like snow. He looks up. The sun has returned to the
middle of the still-pink sky. He hears the whisper of hooves, their splashing in the shallow water.
He is sinking into the sand. His hand is grasping for something. A world away there are leaves,
but here the air is salt and coconut. Here there are no leaves, and there is no forgiveness.
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after that, as time drifts back to Earth, pure snow again, just snow.In an apartment somewhere in
the city there are snow white cold walls, on one an oil painting of a small ship on a stormy sea. A
young woman sits hunched over a small wooden table, a dim lamp beside her. She scribbles
feverishly. Wet ink on paper, water on paper, the pen at sea in her hand. In her mind there’s a
clock. The bird is missing; hours fall like snow. Her hand is tired. Her eyes burn. She smells
horses, feels their hot, wet breath on the nape of her neck. There is a whinny outside. She can’t
see what she’s written; it’s covered in snow. Her hand is grasping for something. It only finds a
pen.Somewhere, in the darkness, a cherry blossom is blooming and the air smells of freshly
baked bread.Elsewhere, a different apartment with dingy, peeling wallpaper, a mattress in the
middle of the room. The air is frozen and asleep. Candles flicker a silent orange onto the ceiling
and the walls. A man lies on the mattress smoking opium from a pipe. With each passing
moment he feels himself becoming elsewhere, feels himself lying vacantly in some distant
grassy field, pipe still in hand. Warm wind. The grass is dancing. Soft fingertips and air. He
inhales his memories. It’s snowing in his mind. It’s snowing. Hot. Sea breeze. Young ships. A
wide, blue sky, but flickering with candlelight. The echo of hooves on cobble. The echo of
memory. Echo of snow. Through a door, through a corridor, to the left, to the right, a room with a
tree, and no forgiveness.A door is opened. A stranger finds the bird. A door is closed.A boy, not
yet sixteen, once sat on the sand of a beach as the red sun dipped into the sparkling water and
the sky turned pink. He felt a breeze then, and heard the rustle of distant leaves. It’s a different
time now; he is much older than he was before. His beard is becoming grey. He sits on the hot
sand of another beach today, halfway across the world, and sees the sun again dip into the
sparkling sea, the sky turn pink. He hears the whisper of leaves far away and his muscles tense
and he’s heard this sound before and why can’t he find them, why can’t he get to them. There
are no leaves here. There is only time. He picks up a handful of sand and it slowly pours out
between his fingers, falls back to the ground like snow. He looks up. The sun has returned to the
middle of the still-pink sky. He hears the whisper of hooves, their splashing in the shallow water.
He is sinking into the sand. His hand is grasping for something. A world away there are leaves,
but here the air is salt and coconut. Here there are no leaves, and there is no forgiveness.A
professor teaches a lecture on memory, writes something on the board with his chalk. The chalk
doesn’t stick; it falls off and drifts down like snow. It’s snowing in the lecture hall. A student raises
her hand. Far away, it’s early morning and workers raise a building. In the winters to come, the
building will stand frozen, blurry faces reflected in its glass, steam rising from its roof as though
the breath of many horses. The professor doesn’t remember the answer. He is looking for the
bird. The clock raises its hand. He remembers the death of his pet cat back when he was only
five; he sat on the steps of his porch that day as the red sun dipped into the horizon and his
mother baked him a loaf of his favourite bread to stop him crying. Everyone in the lecture hall is
speaking, but the only sound from their mouths is the thunder of hooves. The lecture hall smells
like freshly baked bread. Someone rustles their papers, but they are not there. The professor
looks at his notes; they are covered in snow.
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galloping of hooves. The horsemen are coming. Soon, there will be hoof prints in the snow. And
after that, as time drifts back to Earth, pure snow again, just snow.In an apartment somewhere in
the city there are snow white cold walls, on one an oil painting of a small ship on a stormy sea. A
young woman sits hunched over a small wooden table, a dim lamp beside her. She scribbles
feverishly. Wet ink on paper, water on paper, the pen at sea in her hand. In her mind there’s a
clock. The bird is missing; hours fall like snow. Her hand is tired. Her eyes burn. She smells
horses, feels their hot, wet breath on the nape of her neck. There is a whinny outside. She can’t
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middle of the room. The air is frozen and asleep. Candles flicker a silent orange onto the ceiling
and the walls. A man lies on the mattress smoking opium from a pipe. With each passing
moment he feels himself becoming elsewhere, feels himself lying vacantly in some distant
grassy field, pipe still in hand. Warm wind. The grass is dancing. Soft fingertips and air. He
inhales his memories. It’s snowing in his mind. It’s snowing. Hot. Sea breeze. Young ships. A
wide, blue sky, but flickering with candlelight. The echo of hooves on cobble. The echo of
memory. Echo of snow. Through a door, through a corridor, to the left, to the right, a room with a
tree, and no forgiveness.A door is opened. A stranger finds the bird. A door is closed.A boy, not
yet sixteen, once sat on the sand of a beach as the red sun dipped into the sparkling water and
the sky turned pink. He felt a breeze then, and heard the rustle of distant leaves. It’s a different
time now; he is much older than he was before. His beard is becoming grey. He sits on the hot
sand of another beach today, halfway across the world, and sees the sun again dip into the
sparkling sea, the sky turn pink. He hears the whisper of leaves far away and his muscles tense
and he’s heard this sound before and why can’t he find them, why can’t he get to them. There
are no leaves here. There is only time. He picks up a handful of sand and it slowly pours out
between his fingers, falls back to the ground like snow. He looks up. The sun has returned to the
middle of the still-pink sky. He hears the whisper of hooves, their splashing in the shallow water.
He is sinking into the sand. His hand is grasping for something. A world away there are leaves,
but here the air is salt and coconut. Here there are no leaves, and there is no forgiveness.A
professor teaches a lecture on memory, writes something on the board with his chalk. The chalk
doesn’t stick; it falls off and drifts down like snow. It’s snowing in the lecture hall. A student raises
her hand. Far away, it’s early morning and workers raise a building. In the winters to come, the
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bird. The clock raises its hand. He remembers the death of his pet cat back when he was only



five; he sat on the steps of his porch that day as the red sun dipped into the horizon and his
mother baked him a loaf of his favourite bread to stop him crying. Everyone in the lecture hall is
speaking, but the only sound from their mouths is the thunder of hooves. The lecture hall smells
like freshly baked bread. Someone rustles their papers, but they are not there. The professor
looks at his notes; they are covered in snow.The moon rises and somewhere a ship leaves
harbour. The horsemen of the apocalypse ride through empty streets, in uniform, side by side,
untouched by snow, faces unspeakable, their cloaks waving in the still air, darkness spreading
out behind them, covering the world as though a veil. They never stop. They need not speak; the
horses speak for them. Their presence is the crinkle of stiff leather, of gloved hands firmly on
harnesses, the clanking of metal, and the silent steam of their breath. Through empty corridors,
through alleyways, past their invisible reflections in the walls of sheer glass buildings, they ride,
and through the distorted gleams of swinging swords, through the swirling dark of midnight
rivers, they have ridden. They move unwavering, unfeeling. They are like the sun. They are like
memory. They are like snow. The gallop is getting nearer and everywhere is here. The clock has
twelve hands spread out to all positions. They are approaching. Beyond them there is only death;
and beyond the death, nothing but the sound of hooves.About an HourThere’s nothing good to
be found in this hour, they said, except beginnings. Well then, let’s take the hour in question by
the hair and sit it on this couch, give it a cigarette. How old are you? Or so you say. It reaches out
its hand for water. That’s not for you. I drink. We drink. Some things are said in passing, little of
importance. It’s another dreadful day.Why won’t you answer the question? We’re talking in
circles. Sparkles in the corner of my eye, a new kind of day, perhaps. We’re trying to forget. It
reaches out its hand to ash its cigarette. We too are of ash, no? We’re falling, praying for a wind.
These things we’ve forgotten all have their own lives, their own hours. I take a look around:
empty tables, all blank pages, my eyes.The room is growing lonely. Yet what a privilege it is to
grow, indeed. A hush of leaves outside disturbs my thought. We’re still on track, I think. You’re
free to go. It doesn’t want to leave.It reaches out its hand to touch me. You recoil; I have found a
breeze it seems, a lovely kind of passage. Foot, crucible, red sun.a night bus rolls along the
roada night bus rolls along the road,half-yawning, engine soft,lit by the streetlights’ glow,with
people sitting, standing,heads bowed down, eyes closed,awake, but dreaming somewhere
yet;so much like a group of weary sailorson a homebound ship,gliding, rocking; cement
seabathed in an orange moonlight,the little vessel pushing onagainst an open world.The dew-
dressed roads sit solipsistic, long and infinite veins of God, the night draped overhead in sacred
contours, phosphorescent, undulating, rich.IsaThe moon breathes slowly, swells, and shrinks,
and dimly glows. Isa makes his way through dense, dark forest. He is breathing too. There’s a
gravel beach he’s looking for, a most important beach. He’s nude and thin, smooth-skinned. Dry
leaves crunch at his feet as he walks. Twigs snap. Branches cut him and blood trickles from the
cuts. He walks, the trees pecking at his flesh, tearing his flesh, his bloody hands.In the darkness
around him he sees faint moving shapes. An owl sits in a nearby tree but neither see the other;
both are silent. In the shapes, he sees the outlines of steamships, the same ships that slid



across the dark surface of a sea he saw in his mind some years ago, their smokestacks
breathing soot into the midnight sky, their sturdy hulls slicing peacefully through the water,
cutting through the water, slicing gently through the skin, the flesh, the bone, sturdy, solid,
peaceful, breathing, made not of metal, not of metal, but of smoke. Wind combs through the
leaves to his left; the smoky hulls dissipate, float off in all directions, fading back into the
darkness from which they once emerged. The owl now has already died; its children watch the
moon, watch it thinking something, remembering.His feet sting, are wet with blood. There is
perhaps no beach at all. The night’s darkness is like the air in texture, but also in its disregard for
human life, in its refusal to feed. His grandmother stands before him, her head illuminated
brilliantly by moonlight. The last strands of her hair are white, her face crumpled, spine bent like
the handle of the cane she holds.“Where did you put the wine?”“I didn’t touch it,” says
Isa.“Where did you put the wine?”“I don’t know.”“Where is the wine?”“I don’t remember.”His
grandmother is gone and darkness slowly wafts back in all around. His mouth is salty, dry, his
tongue stuck to his palate, lips cracked and stinging, raw. A hole in a nearby oak begins to dimly
shine. From it slowly emerge many moths; they are the notes of Satie’s Gymnopédie No.1. The
moths float around aimlessly at first, then towards Isa, away from him, softly, delicately,
peacefully, peacefully, sadly. They make no sound but the music plays in his head in sync with
them, fading away resonantly into the darkness of his mind. He stands on a vast dock lined with
steam warships. Ahead, far above him, his father stands on the deck of one such ship, in
uniform, holding a bottle of wine, smiling, waving at him. He blinks and finds his father standing
now beside him, holding the bottle of wine, smiling confidently, admiring the ship. A horn blows
and the bottle flies through the air, smashes against the ship’s dark metal without a sound, the
wine confiding in the salty sea below, vanishing immediately in a red foam. His father looks at
him, then at the ship, breathes, whispers something in his ear. In a blink, his father stands once
again upon the deck, smiling, waving, holding that same bottle of wine.Isa emerges through
some foliage into a gravel bay. The glistening darkness of the water reflects in itself faint traces
of yellow slithering from the horizon through the sky. Isa glances at the gravel beneath his feet,
and, as he looks up, at once the bay is full of countless warships, all identical reproductions of
themselves, side-by-side, some merging into others, some stacked, collapsing into piles,
completely covering the water, blocking the young rising sun. Isa looks at them. He looks at his
blood, a deep red, as it leaks from his cuts, down his legs, onto the gravel. In the distance,
hundreds of wine bottles smash against the hulls of ships without a sound. The gravel is
breathing, each rock an individual breath; they are all already drunk on the sea’s salty wine.Ode
to a Warful MorningIn time, the parents find their mailbox filledwith little foreign gifts sent by their
sons,like, for example, piecesof the sky mailed home in boxes made of glass,wrapped in red thin
ribbon, topped with a pretty bow,a memory of what peace is.
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